
Graduates/Ex-Bambini, Parents, Grandparents and Staff Reflect On Their Journey With The 

Catechesis of the Good Shepherd (CGS) Program at Assumption Church  

“I wouldn’t have had such a great understanding of the history of Catholicism and ways to think about morality 

as well as critical thinking tools and ways to focus down on particular topics. I think CGS gives you a great 

background to appreciate art and mystery as well and to encourage yourself to sit with a particular text or 

verse and really think through it and how it could apply to you.”  

                                                           CGS Graduate (Ex-Bambini) and Level I Catechist, Safia, Age 25 

“I understand how the church works and why the processes happen. I understand and know the history of the 

church far more than most of my peers. The ability to sit with a part of the Bible or a message or a lesson at an 

early age and reflect on why it is important is a tool that is highly imperative for all walks of life. To reflect on 

why things are the way they are and tie them to our deep and complex understanding of our connection with 

God is truly unique and something that never leaves you. I think the impact that CGS leaves on the whole child 

is very fulfilling and aids them for the rest of their life.” 

                       CGS Graduate (Ex-Bambini), Mia, Age 15.5 

“CGS is the best faith formation…It gets to the heart and soul of the church and the child.”  

                                                                                                CGS Parent and Level I & II Catechist, Nancy 

2022 MGF Scholarship Recipients Reflect on CGS Characteristic 1 and their Personal Journeys 
of Faith in CGS in order to attend the Orientation to Atrium Assistants Course  

 
“Having my faith formation formed through as a student through the Good Shepherd program I recognize the 
importance of repetition with young the child to help instill a solid foundation in faith formation. With the Level 
I students, I found that our current rhythm fits the learning of style of the students. They are able to work 
independently while also feel to comfortable to ask questions and learn. I am interested in completing this 
training because I believe it can enhance my work with the students. I enjoy working with the students because 
it allows me to see their growth in their faith formation while also growing in mine.” 
 

CGS Graduate (Ex-Bambini), Level I Assistant, 2022 MGF Scholarship Recipient, Karis, Age 18  
 
    “In order for religious life to flourish, the children need to be engaged either as a group or individually, as 
soon as they begin each Good Shepherd session. I have observed that the children are successful doing it this 
way. After a little bit of practice, they would come into the atrium and immediately begin working on 
something. The routine that the children established was very beneficial for them. Due to Covid, the children 
were not encouraged to explore the atrium or work together. It was important to keep the children engaged in 
other ways in group presentations. Their experience was different from my experience at this age. I was able to 
explore the atrium and work with my peers in the prayer circle. 
 
    I have been involved in the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd Program since I was 3 years old. More recently, I 
have become an assistant in the Level I late morning session. It has always been a great experience for me 
since I was young. I love working with the children and it has helped me grow closer to God. By attending this 
training, I will learn more about the Montessori way of teaching and I will be more prepared in aiding the 
children in the atrium.” 
 

CGS Graduate (Ex-Bambini), Level I Assistant, 2022 MGF Scholarship Recipient, Courtney, Age 18  

https://www.cgsusa.org/the-32-points-of-reflection/


 
“Over the past 4 years I have been an assistant in the Good Shepherd Program at Assumption Parish. Some of 
the "conditions" I have observed for the religious life of the children to flourish is patience, empathy, and a 
thorough understanding of Jesus' word. For example, for children of six to eight years old, it can be difficult to 
understand the parables, maxims, and commandments that Jesus teaches us in the Gospel. Good Shepherd 
Catechists in Assumption are always prepared to be patient with the children with these hard-to-
understand topics and use their understanding of the Gospel to express the meaning behind Jesus' word. In 
addition, the Catechist's empathy for a child result in a bond and mutual trust in each other, which creates a 
stronger faith formation community that revolves around faith, and love for one's neighbor. In our Assumption 
Family, the community of Good Shepherd is strong, and it is one of the reasons why I have been volunteering 
there for the past few years. 
 
I would like to learn more about CGS because I believe that an upbringing revolving around faith and God's 
love will strengthen Jesus' word in a community and will help a child become closer to Jesus. I want to learn 
how to teach the children Jesus' word in a loving and faithful way so that I can strengthen a child's relationship 
with God, and with others.” 
 

 CGS Graduate (Ex-Bambini), Level I Assistant, 2022 MGF Scholarship Recipient, Ana, Age 18  
                                                      
“This year, as an assistant in The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd (CGS), I have come to learn the ideal 
conditions for the spiritual and religious development of a child. In the Levels 1, 2, and 3 atria, the children 
have an open and loving space where they can freely share their reflections and thoughts. As we sit in a 
prayerful circle with our legs crossed and hearts open, the kind and patient catechists make it known that there 
is never a wrong answer or interpretation. Through their knowledge, empathy, and understanding, the 
catechists have created an ideal learning environment filled with the light and love of God. I also found it 
important that the children always have materials available to them. All atriums have shelves with pens, 
pencils, markers, and more art supplies that were easily accessible. This opens the space up to creativity and 
makes them feel immersed in the teachings. Whether it is a black pen or a gold marker, the children are able to 
use the materials to reach into their hearts and express—on paper—the voice of the Good Shepherd within 
them. 
 
I am incredibly grateful to have had the gift to grow in my Christian faith as I volunteer at the Good Shepherd 
Program, and I hope to learn more about the education it provides. I have found that my own education, 
morals, and relationship with God have been greatly transformed by my own upbringing in the CGS. I would 
like to grow my presence within the CGS community and sharpen the skills I have learned being a helper. 
However, learning more about the program will also allow me to be a more productive and responsible 
member in the atrium. I am excited to learn to teach Jesus’s Word in a loving and special way in order to make 
a difference in the community. This way, I can act as a mentor and friend to the children, guiding them to 
become beacons of God’s light towards themselves and their neighbors.” 
 

CGS Graduate (Ex-Bambini), Level II Assistant, 2022 MGF Scholarship Recipient, Sara, Age 18  
                                                                                
 
 


